
SUNFORM WRITING A LETTER

The Basic Sunform Alphabet System Kit contains 26 colorful patented presentation devices composed of laminated
board and acetate moveable parts. Sliding.

Refer to back of Sunform Device or Sunform Manual pages to identify errors and remediate problems. Your
support has meant so much to me. Start the next red bat and ball letter on the top line. Be sure to use the
yellow box to finger space. Some of the letters begin at midspace, some begin on the dotted line and some
begin on the top line. Teacher demonstrates and says: See the first bat and ball letter. The font size should be
10 or 12 points. Remember that a sentence needs an ending. Left justify your letter. It's often easier to spot
errors on a hard copy. The first word is bib. Next to it is a red bat and ball letter that has been traced. Some of
the letters begin at midspace, some begin on the dotted line and some on the top line. Put your pencil on the
top line; trace bud. Review more details about formatting and take a look at another example of how to format
a business letter. Repeat trace motion as necessary. Put your pencil on the top line on green dot , pull down
straight toward heartâ€¦Repeat complete Motor Plan. Next to it is the black copied letter. Trace each Trace
each redred batcat and letter. Practice these letters and finger space d u j r n m p l t b 6. Listen while I read the
sentence and tell you the missing words. The red bat and ball letter b is to be copied. Now finish the sentence.
Students are expected to find top line and draw 8 bats and balls. Verbalize Motor Plan with students. The
ending is a question mark. Start the next bat and ball letter on the top line on green dot. Now you will make
your own bat and ball starting on the top line. Row 6: Trace and copy new words Students are expected to
correctly trace and copy the words job, bud, and tab. Start the next bat and ball letter b on the top line. If you
like to learn by looking at examples, there are many types of business letters to choose from, such as cover
letters, interview thank you letters, follow-up letters, job acceptance and rejection letters, resignation letters,
and appreciation letters. Listen carefully to the word I say and write each sound you hear. Monitor that
students are beginning all letters at the correct place. Did you remember to put a period at the end of your
sentence? Write bib. Put your index finger on the top line, pull down straight toward heart, set bat on bottom
line, push up on same line to midspace retrace motion , curve ball on dotted line away from heart, pull ball
down, set ball on bottom line, push around to bat to complete ball, stop. Trace and copy new words bud tab 9.
Students are expected to trace 8 letters on red lines. The first red bat and ball letter b has not been traced. More
Letter Writing Information Knowing how to write business letters is an essential skill so here are several more
articles for you: Start with the basics on how to write a business letter using a general format and review
various business letter templates.


